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About the  
White Paper
The objective of this research was to understand the 
characteristics and behaviors of Standout financial 
advisory firms regardless of development stage. 
“Standout” firms are defined as those firms ranked 
in the top 25% of their peers in terms of ability to 
drive revenue growth and profitability. 

The research was compiled from a special cut of data of The 2018 FA Insight 
Study of Advisory Firms: Growth by Design and The 2019 FA Insight Study of 
Advisory Firms: People and Pay in addition to industry consulting expertise. 

Questions Addressed by This White Paper 

What does Standout success look like in terms of key performance 
indicators?

How are Standout firms outperforming their peers?

What are some of the unique competitive advantages Standout firms are 
creating by pursuing specific business strategies?

Becoming a Standout Firm at Any Stage provides education to firms on 
notable trends regarding what Standout firms are doing to create scale and 
drive superior revenue growth and profitability, with emphasis on emerging 
firms. Emerging firms are those defined as generating $100,000 to $4 million 
in annual revenue and fall into our FA Insight Operator, Cultivator and 
Accelerator peer groups.

The Six Dimensions of Standout Performance, a companion white paper, 
focuses on how the largest Standout firms (those generating $4 million or 
more in annual revenue and ranked in the top 25% of their peers in terms of 
revenue growth and profitability) are achieving extraordinary performance—
isolating the specific business practices employed and benefits gained. 

Note: Unless otherwise stated, the data points presented are medians.
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In early 2020, TD Ameritrade Institutional released the FA Insight Six Dimensions of 
Standout Performance white paper showcasing the practices and the remarkable 
results achieved by the industry’s largest and most successful firms. While these 
insights are valuable to firms of all sizes, we understand that firm size brings 
about unique challenges, worthy of attention. In this companion paper, we take 
a brief look at helpful insights into Becoming a Standout Firm at Any Stage. More 
specifically, we explore some of the more notable practices that emerging Standout 
firms exhibit relative to their peers in the Operator, Cultivator and Accelerator 
development stages as defined in Figure 1.

Introduction

Figure 1
FA Insight Study Development Stages 

Operators Cultivators Accelerators Innovators Pacesetters
Annual Revenue Range $100K–$500K $500K–$1.5M $1.5M–$4.0M $4.0M–$8.0M >$8.0M

Organizational Structure Solo, Limited Support Informal Collaboration Informal Collaboration Informal Collaboration Defined Teams

Key Characteristics • Owner serves as the 
firm’s sole revenue 
generator, performing 
many other roles within 
the firm

• One administrative 
employee

• Business development 
typically takes 
precedence over 
operational efficiency

• Cultivating and refining 
growth opportunities

• Second revenue  
role added along  
with additions to 
support staff

• Efficiency and 
productivity become  
a greater priority

• Firmly established and 
ready to accelerate 
growth initiatives

• Ownership distributed 
to at least one other 
person

• Full-time management 
position added 

• Multiple administrative 
and support staff

• Controlling operating 
expenses is challenging

• Innovating best 
practices

• Multiple owners

• Multiple specialized 
technical staff

• Clearly defined target 
markets

• Firm size challenges 
clear communications 
across all team 
members

• Biggest and most 
complex organizational 
structure, setting pace 
for rest of the industry

• Multiple dedicated 
managers

• Standardized 
management and 
operational routines

• Recruiting and 
retaining personnel 
dominates growth 
challenges
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Operator firms represent the first of five development stages highlighted in the FA 
Insight advisor benchmarking research. The Operator stage is an exciting but often 
taxing time for a firm owner. With business development a primary focus, growth tends 
to come at a fast pace, making it imperative that the firm is efficient in its operations 
and maximizing vendor relationships. Within this firm stage, financial results indicate 
a dramatic distinction between the Standout Operators and all other Operators.

Standout Operators:  
Demonstrate Pricing  
Discipline and a Commitment 
to Adding New Clients 

$100K–$500K

Figure 2
Standout Operator Success in 2018

Success Metric
Standout Operator Firm Performance 

(Revenue $100K–$500K)
Other Operator Firm Performance 

(Revenue $100K–$500K)

Median AUM $24M $38M

Median total revenue $251K $330K

Median revenue growth rate 45% 16%

Median operating profit 29% 4%

Despite the lower rates of assets under management and total revenue, other financial metrics suggest that the Standout 
Operators will transition rapidly through the ranks to more quickly become Cultivators. To achieve superior revenue 
growth rates and profit margins, these firms ensure a solid focus on the fundamentals, including their pricing. The use of 
non-AUM fees is more prevalent among Standout Operators, a model that may be more appropriate given their smaller 
client size. New client acquisition rates are also a key point of distinction with Standout Operators achieving a 21% client 
growth rate.
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Figure 3
Standout Operator Scorecard—Fee Discipline and Client Growth

Success Metric
Standout  
Operators

All Other Operator 
Firms

Non-AUM fees as share of  
all fees 26% 10%

Revenue per AUM dollar 100 bps 79 bps

Client growth rate 21% 12%

Clearly, Standout Operators are paying more attention to business 
development, and once in front of a prospect, they hold the line in how they 
charge for advice, contributing to superior profitability.

In 2017, these firms were asked about the factors that had the greatest 
influence on their past growth. A significant 82% of the Standout Operators 
reported that their client experience had the greatest influence over their 
past growth. Looking ahead, 75% of the Standout Operators intended to 
focus in two critical areas, creating greater efficiency and productivity gains 
while continuing to build on the quality of their client experience.
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Cultivator firms represent the second of five development stages highlighted in our 
FA Insight advisor benchmarking research. They are aptly named for their shifting 
focus on refining or “cultivating” their client base to better realize efficiencies and 
sustain growth. The firm’s owner is less concerned about survival as the hardest years 
have likely passed—the firm is now positioning to sustain growth with the addition 
of new staff and increased capacity to focus on new client acquisition. At this stage, 
Cultivator firms are often more particular about the type of client they serve with the 
ability to have a more refined target market approach. For the Standout Cultivators, 
productivity appears to drive much of the advantage gained.

Figure 4
Standout Cultivator Success in 2018

Success Metric
Standout Cultivator Firm Performance

(Revenue $500K–$1.5M)
Other Cultivator Firm Performance 

(Revenue $500K–$1.5M)

Median AUM $120M $110M

Median total revenue $919K $1M

Median revenue growth rate 24% 13%

Median operating profit 36% 17%

The Standout Cultivators manage a median of 165 active clients, almost the same number of clients managed within other 
Cultivator firms. Total firm assets are also at a similar level. Both groups of firms offer the same number of services, and 
interestingly, median revenue per AUM dollar is lower for the Standout Cultivators at 79 bps compared to 86 bps for other 
Cultivators. So how are the Standout Cultivators achieving an advantage? The results point to an important productivity 
advantage as outlined below.

Standout Cultivators:  
Ensure Revenue  
Generators Are Focused on 
What Matters Most

$500K–$1.5M
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Figure 5
Standout Cultivator Scorecard—Revenue Generator and 
Team Productivity

Success Metric
Standout  

Cultivators
All Other  

Cultivator Firms
Percentage 
Difference

Revenue per revenue 
role $550K $448K 20%

Revenue per full-time 
equivalent (FTE) $221K $195K 13%

Stronger rates of productivity among Standout Cultivators suggest that 
these advisors are better positioned to lean on other team members for 
support in order to spend more time in front of prospects and clients. This is 
a critical change for firm founders and advisors who have recognized the 
necessity of delegation in order to release their capacity to develop new 
business and drive growth for the firm. To do this, however, Standout 
Cultivators must have confidence in the skills of others within the firm to 
perform. Developing a high-performing team requires making the right 
recruitment decisions and paying greater attention to the development of 
each individual. With so few team members at this stage of development, 
the importance of each individual’s contribution is heightened.
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Accelerator firms represent the third of five development stages highlighted in the FA 
Insight advisor benchmarking research. When a firm reaches the Accelerator stage, 
its transition from advisory practice to advisory business is nearly complete. With 
multiple advisors, multiple owners and dedicated full-time management, these firms 
are repositioned for another round of business growth. At this stage, we see Standout 
revenue growth rates fall more into line with the growth rates of the industry’s largest 
Standout firms, as maintaining the revenue growth experienced in the previous stages 
becomes more challenging.

Figure 6
Standout Accelerator Success in 2018

Success Metric
Standout Accelerator Firm Performance 

(Revenue $1.5M–$4M)
Other Accelerator Firm Performance 

(Revenue $1.5M–$4M)

Median AUM $263M $282M

Median total revenue $2.1M $2.2M

Median revenue growth rate 19% 11%

Median operating profit 37% 17%

The Standout Accelerator firms deal with fewer clients, 265 in total, 16% less than their peers. However, their client 
growth rates are significantly stronger, achieving an exceptional 9% in client growth compared to 5% for other 
Accelerators. Maintaining strong rates of client growth requires both focus and creativity in order to build a reliable 
pipeline of prospects. In 2018, the factors driving past growth for the Standout Accelerators point squarely to more 
aggressive business development efforts as opposed to relying on existing clients for additional business. These firms 
also expect to continue to emphasize new client activity over existing client activity in the future.

Standout Accelerators:  
No Rest on New  
Client Acquisition  

$1.5M–$4M
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Figure 7
Standout Accelerator Scorecard—New Client Growth 
Emphasized over Existing Clients

Success Metric
Standout Accelerator 

Performance
Other Accelerator 

Firms

Factors driving past growth—
new business development 60% 42%

Factors driving past growth—
additional business from 
existing clients

40% 63%

Factors to emphasize for 
future growth—new business 
development

75% 58%

Factors to emphasize for 
future growth—additional 
business from existing clients

13% 43%

In line with these results, entertaining prospects and referral sources 
account for the largest share of the Standout Accelerators' marketing 
budget reported by 60% of these firms. Delivering seminars is also high on 
the list of marketing and business development activities for these 
Standouts. Casting a wide net through one-to-many events such as seminars 
can be a labor-intensive exercise for a firm, but for the Standout 
Accelerators, it appears to be a fruitful channel for business development 
that is contributing to their strong client growth rates.
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Achieving excellence at every stage of development requires relentless determination 
and a belief that there’s always a better way to get the job done. The Standout 
Operators demonstrate this by breaking with conventional thinking to align their pricing 
with the type of clients they serve, limiting their dependency on asset-based fees. 
They combine their pricing discipline with a heavy focus on new client acquisition 
activities, a combination likely to catapult advancement to Cultivator stage.

The Standout Cultivators achieved almost double the rate of revenue growth compared to peer firms. With an 
expanding team of talented individuals, these firms quickly organize to more effectively support their revenue 
generators. This is turn creates a productivity advantage with revenue generators better positioned to fulfil the most 
essential function of the firm. 

As a firm moves through each stage of development, valuable experience and skills accumulate. Despite increased 
know-how, maintaining revenue growth rates becomes more challenging with scale. The Standout Accelerators 
confront this challenge by concentrating their efforts on the difficult work of generating brand-new clients and 
building new pipelines for the future, instead of relying on existing clients for continued success. 

Beyond the Accelerator stage are the Innovators and Pacesetters, many of which qualified for inclusion in the large 
firm Standout Performance cohort featured in The Six Dimensions of Standout Performance white paper, available on 
fainsight.com and the Education Center on Veo One®. 

Conclusion—Emerging and 
Outperforming
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This white paper explores the characteristics and behaviors of a group of 
advisory firms with annual revenue up to $4 million. Within this group, 
“Standout” firms are defined by two criteria—revenue growth and profitability, 
the primary indicators of value creation. The methodology first ranks firms 
according to their percentage growth in revenue during the previous two years. 
Firms are additionally ranked based on their operating profit margin. Both 
the revenue growth and profitability rankings are then combined with equal 
weighting. Based on this blended ranking, firms in the top 25% are deemed 
Standouts in their respective peer groups.

The resulting special cut of data of The 2018 FA Insight Study of Advisory Firms: Growth by Design and The 2019 FA 

Insight Study of Advisory Firms: People and Pay formed the basis of the white paper. This extensive data combines with 

industry consulting expertise to explore the differences between the typical and Standout firm at the Operator, 

Cultivator and Accelerator development stages. These differences reveal a cluster of capabilities that when combined, 

creates the optimal conditions for the creation of scale, superior revenue growth and profitability. 

Appendix: White Paper 
Methodology 
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About the Author 
At TD Ameritrade Institutional, we never forget that it’s your business. We are 
here to support you in making it thrive. When you work with us, you will get the 
dedicated commitment of our people, access to a range of resources and a strategic 
relationship—all designed to increase your potential and help you achieve your 
business vision.

Our offering is part of what differentiates us. We deliver smart operational solutions, innovative technology, customized 
practice management and flexible investment solutions, all with one goal in mind—impeccable service. We share your 
belief that being a fiduciary is one of the best ways to serve your clients. As steadfast advocates for independent 
advisors, we continually speak out to ensure that your needs and the needs of investors are always considered within 
the regulatory environment. We consistently place your needs at the foundation of our business decisions. You can 
count on TD Ameritrade Institutional to put you first so you can do the same for your clients. When you choose to work 
with us, you’ll see how deeply we are committed to your success. 
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This material is designed for a financial professional audience, primarily Registered Investment Advisors.

This brochure is published by TD Ameritrade Institutional for informational purposes only and is intended to provide a general overview about the topics covered and to 
help you identify opportunities in your practice and important issues you may wish to consider in developing a strategy. This should not be construed as legal, tax, 
compliance or professional advice. While TD Ameritrade Institutional hopes that you find this information educational and thought-provoking, you need to determine 
whether the information is appropriate and applicable to you and your firm.

TD Ameritrade Institutional disclaims any loss or liability that is incurred as a consequence, directly or indirectly, from the use or application of this publication. You should 
consult with attorneys or compliance experts that understand your particular circumstances before utilizing any of the ideas presented here in your practice.

FA Insight is a product of TD Ameritrade Institutional, Division of TD Ameritrade, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. FA Insight, TD Ameritrade Institutional and TD Ameritrade Inc. 
are trademarks owned by TD Ameritrade IP Company, Inc. and The Toronto-Dominion Banks. © 2020 TD Ameritrade.
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